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03The new Passat and Passat Estate – Exterior

For anyone 
who likes to give their all.
As exciting and extraordinary as your day-to-day life. And just as flexible as you are. 

The new Passat and Passat Estate bring together sporty lines with systematic functionality. 

The result is a day-to-day companion that is anything but everyday. An expressive light 

 signature and striking radiator grille drop the hint that there’s more here to discover. 

And there certainly is: in addition to various convenient IQ.DRIVE technologies, such as 

the optional Travel Assist, the new Passat and Passat Estate now also offer We Connect 

for the first time – which means many innovative connectivity features that help get 

everything sorted in a single place, whether for family activities or the family business. 

01   Glare-free guidance in almost any situation: the IQ.LIGHT matrix LED headlights with Dynamic Light Assist advanced main-beam 

 control make the road ahead brighter and wider, without distracting other road users in your surroundings. E OE
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Business class for 
the whole family.
From home to the nursery, to school, to the office and back: with the 

new Passat and Passat Estate, there’ll be no stress on the go. The interior 

of the new Passat and Passat Estate accommodates various equipment 

options such as ergoComfort seats with massage and climate control 

function, as well as a Digital Cockpit and advanced connectivity features. 

In addition, the optional ambient lighting lets you quickly create an 

 all-round good feeling in the car, even when things are a bit stressful 

outside. 

01   See the interior of your Passat in a delightful new light: with ambient lighting, you can create a custom light mood inside the car. 

With up to 30 colours available, you can apply the right atmosphere for almost any mood, whether in muted or shining light. The illuminated 

decorative trims are incredibly easy to control via the display on your radio or navigation system. OE

05The new Passat and Passat Estate – Interior
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IQ.DRIVE
Good assistants are generally hard to find – but not if you’re looking in the new Passat and Passat Estate. Here you’ll immediately 

find many intelligent driver assistance systems, which have been brought together under the name IQ.DRIVE at Volkswagen. 

IQ.DRIVE stands for all our intelligent driver assistance systems – everything that already exists in our company today; that we are 

developing for tomorrow; or that we want for the future. In the new Passat and Passat Estate, you can benefit from innovative 

features such as the new Travel Assist, Emergency Assist, and much more.

07The new Passat and Passat Estate – Driver assistance systems

01   Whether it’s for business or leisure, if you spend a lot of time on the road, your 

Travel Assist driver assistance system takes a great deal of the strain during your 

trip. On motorways and well-developed country roads in particular, Travel Assist 

can maintain your lane and speed, while also taking into account the distance to 

the traffic ahead. In combination with the DSG dual clutch gearbox, you can even 

tackle congested roads and stop-and-start traffic with little stress.¹⁾, ²⁾ OE

02   Be prepared in an emergency with Emergency Assist, an assistance system 

that takes partial control of your vehicle in the event of a medical emergency. It is 

activated when it registers no activity on the part of the driver. If the driver still 

fails to respond once the system has emitted a warning, it attempts to revive the 

driver while alerting other passengers and other road users. If the driver does not 

take control, the system can keep the vehicle in lane and brake it until it comes 

to a stop.¹⁾ OE

03   ACC Adaptive Cruise Control with predictive cruise control can help you to 

maintain a set maximum speed³⁾ and user-defined distance from the vehicle in 

front. The predictive cruise control system enhances these functions with speed 

assistance and cornering assistance. The system can note official road speed limits, 

and stop you from exceeding them. The system also uses journey data from the 

navigation to adapt the vehicle speed at corners.¹⁾ The result is an even better ride 

experience for you, with even lower fuel consumption. OE

 1) Within system limits.

2)  The driver must be ready at all times to override the assistance systems, and is not released from 

the responsibility of driving the vehicle with appropriate care.

3)  Up to max. 210 km/h.
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Its job 
is to make yours easier.
For the first time, the new Passat and Passat Estate are equipped with the latest generation 

of mobile online services from We Connect. Thanks to an integrated eSIM, you’ll be seamlessly 

connected to your vehicle and fully networked from the outset, on request. Use the many 

We Connect services or use We Connect Plus to get a wide range of additional smart functions 

on board, so that you can keep up with your busy schedule – without the stress.¹⁾

01   We Connect: mobile key.²⁾ Stop losing time searching for your key – instead, 

use your smartphone as a mobile key and open or start your new Passat in an 

 instant. You can also send extra digital keys to your friends and family members, 

to enable them to easily use your vehicle. OE

02   We Connect Plus: with We Deliver³⁾, service partners can easily and securely 

access your vehicle. This is convenient for arranging cleaning of your Passat or 

 receiving selected deliveries, for example, and enables you to dedicate your attention 

to more important things in the meantime. OE

03   With We Connect Plus remote functions, you have mobile access to your new 

Passat at any time. If you wish you can also conveniently control various functions 

via the We Connect app or the We Connect web portal. For example, in winter, do 

you want to program the optional auxiliary heater the evening before travel? Not a 

problem, and neither is locking and unlocking doors and the boot. It’s even possible 

to simply connect remotely to the optional anti-theft alarm, using your smartphone 

as a remote control. OE

 1)  To use We Connect services, the customer needs a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect 

with their username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect or We Connect Plus contract must 

be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, the customer has 90 days from the handover 

of the vehicle to register the vehicle, and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period. 

2)–3) See back page.

The new Passat and Passat Estate – We Connect and We Connect Plus
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Infotainment and
connectivity
Optional intuitive voice control in the new Passat and Passat Estate will be particularly welcomed by anyone 

who generally has full hands and a full schedule – and so will the convenient gesture control that is offered in 

the optional Discover Pro navigation system with large touchscreen colour display.

01   The Composition radio is equipped with a 16.5 cm 

(6.5-inch) TFT colour display with We Connect fitted 

as standard, touchscreen, 4 x 20 W output and up to 

eight speakers. You’ll also find two USB ports (type C) 

and a Bluetooth mobile phone interface on board. S

02   The Discover Pro radio navigation system with 

mobile online services from We Connect* boasts a 

23.4 cm (9.2-inch) glass-covered TFT touchscreen 

with colour display, gesture control, and natural voice 

control for intuitive and comfortable operation. The 

system also features traffic sign recognition and App 

Connect Wireless (for Apple CarPlay™). Eight speakers 

ensure an optimum sound experience – and not just 

when listening to digital radio via DAB+. OE

03   The Discover Media navigation system features a 

20.3 cm (8-inch) touchscreen colour display and intui-

tive navigation. You can also enjoy eight speakers and 

a Bluetooth connection for mobile phones and two 

USB ports (type C). OE

04   With the gesture control function, you have an 

even simpler and more convenient way to operate 

the Discover Pro navigation system. You can control 

a number of menu options with a simple horizontal 

gesture. For instance, you can switch to the next song 

simply by waving your hand. OE

05   The Comfort mobile phone interface enables you 

to have a conversation while driving. The integrated 

storage compartment with inductive connection to 

the external aerial and an inductive charging function 

for your smartphone are especially practical. The 

hands-free system is ideal for reception with excep-

tionally low interference. It is easy to control via the 

multifunction display, the multifunction steering wheel 

or the radio’s touchscreen. It is compatible with the 

current LTE mobile communication standard. OE

11The new Passat and Passat Estate – Infotainment and connectivity
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13The new Passat and Passat Estate – Comfort

Plenty of space to expand into – 
for you and your kids.
Creating more room is child’s play: it just takes a small movement of your foot, thanks to the optional Easy Open function for the electric boot lid 

in the new Passat and Passat Estate. The adjustable space concept also keeps things flexible when it comes to stowage space, so you can travel with 

what you’re passionate about – or with your children. 

01   With Easy Open, you can guarantee a relaxing journey, even before you’ve actually set off. For instance, 

when loading heavy suitcases into the luggage compartment, you no longer need to set them down while you 

fumble for your keys – a brief movement of your foot beneath the rear of the vehicle is all that’s needed to 

open the electric boot lid automatically. And with an electric closing function too, you can close it with the 

press of a button as you move away from the vehicle. OE

02   The luggage compartment of the Passat Estate has an impressive volume of up to 650 litres, which can be 

expanded to up to 1,780 litres by folding down the rear seat. With the optional luggage management package, 

you can easily adapt it to your needs. OE

03   The elegant panorama sliding/tilting roof consists of a single glass element with an electric lifting and 

sliding function. It ensures both a premium look and fantastic views. In addition, the light it lets in creates a 

generous feeling of space. OE
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R-Line
A dynamic appearance makes a lasting impression, which is undeniable in the case of the Passat with optional 

R-Line equipment. An unmistakably sporty style is created by features including the front bumper in R styling, 

with striking C signature in Black High Gloss and integrated fog light. Chrome trim strips around the vehicle, 

side skirts in the car body colour, and tinted tail light clusters for the Passat Estate emphasise its dynamic 

 appearance. The optional Pretoria 19-inch alloy wheels in Dark Graphite Matt, along with the diffuser and 

the chrome-plated tailpipes send a clear message: when it comes to a sporty look, the new Passat doesn’t do 

 anything by halves. Just like you.

01 | 02   The striking radiator grille, with its chrome strips and R-Line logo, enhances this vehicle’s sportiness. OE

15The new Passat and Passat Estate – R-Line
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03   The interior delivers on the exterior’s promises: to complement the black roof, 

the R-Line interior equipment includes sports seats in Nappa leather with seat 

backrest bolsters in Carbon Style (split leather), either in Black/Titanium Black or 

Titanium Black/Flint Grey. Colour-contrast seams and the striking R-Line logo 

complete the sporty look of the seating system. OE

04   The multifunction leather steering wheel with R-Line logo, which also features 

colour-contrast decorative stitching, continues the sporty overall impression. 

 Depending on the equipment line, these are complemented by the Dark Diamond 

Flag or Silver Rise decorative trims in aluminium, as well as the stainless steel 

 effect pedals. OE

17The new Passat and Passat Estate – R-Line
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Decorative trims & seat upholstery

 1) Only for R-Line

2) Seat backrest bolsters in Carbon Style (split leather)

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render 

the decorative trims and seat upholstery with absolute accuracy. The illustrations of the seats are of 

our basic seat model; the seats in the vehicle may differ should you decide to upgrade.

01  New Brushed Design decorative trims S

02  Cross Hatch decorative trims B

03  Dayton Brush aluminium decorative trims E

04  Silver Birch fine wood decorative trims OE

05  Silver Rise aluminium decorative trims¹⁾ OE

06  Dark Diamond Flag decorative trims¹⁾ OE

07 Lizard fabric in Titanium Black S

08 Rope look fabric in Titanium Black B

09 Vienna/Alcantara leather in Titanium Black E

10 Vienna/Alcantara leather in Mistral E

11 Vienna leather in Titanium Black OE

12 Vienna leather in Mistral OE

13 Nappa leather in Titanium Black OE

14 Nappa leather in Mistral OE

15 Nappa leather in Titanium Black/Florence OE

16 Carbon Flag fabric/Vienna leather¹⁾ in Titanium Black OE

17 Nappa leather²⁾ in Titanium Black OE

18 Nappa leather²⁾ in Titanium Black/Flint Grey OE

19The new Passat and Passat Estate – Decorative trims and seat covers
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Paint finishes

01 Pure White paintwork 0Q0Q S

02 Urano Grey paintwork 5K5K OE

03 Tornado Red paintwork G2G2 OE

04 Pyrite Silver Metallic paintwork K2K2 OE

05 Reflex Silver Metallic paint 8E8E OE

06 Manganese Grey Metallic paintwork 5V5V OE

07 Aquarium Blue Metallic paintwork 8H8H OE

08 Tamarind Brown Metallic paintwork 3V3V OE

09 Sea Shell Gold Metallic paintwork 9V9V OE

10 Lapiz Blue Metallic paintwork * L9L9 OE

11 Deep Black Pearl Effect paintwork 2T2T OE

12 Oryx White Mother-of-Pearl Effect paintwork 0R0R OE

* Only for R-Line. 

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. 

The printing process cannot render the true appearance of the paint finishes with absolute accuracy.

21The new Passat and Passat Estate – Paint finishes
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Wheels

*An offer from Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.

The illustrations on this page serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render the wheels with absolute accuracy.

Our vehicles are fitted with summer tyres as standard.

01 Sepang 16-inch alloy wheel B

02 Aragon 16-inch alloy wheel OE

03 London 17-inch alloy wheel OE

04 Istanbul 17-inch alloy wheel E

05 Nivelles 17-inch alloy wheel OE

06 Soho 17-inch alloy wheel OE

07 Sebring 17-inch alloy wheel Volkswagen R* OE

08  Dartford 18-inch alloy wheel OE

09  Dartford 18-inch alloy wheel in Grey Metallic OE

10  Pretoria 19-inch alloy wheel Volkswagen R* OE

11  Bonneville 18-inch alloy wheel Volkswagen R* OE

12 Monterey 18-inch alloy wheel Volkswagen R* OE

13  Verona 19-inch alloy wheel Volkswagen R* OE

14  Liverpool 19-inch alloy wheel OE

23The new Passat and Passat Estate – Wheels
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2)  Only available with the optional Discover Pro navigation system, and in combination with the 

We Connect app. Initially, there are two free-of-charge mobile keys that can be redeemed 

within the first 4 years of completion of the We Connect contract. Passing on a mobile key 

requires an identity check on the person sending the key, using the Volkswagen Ident pro-

cedure. After installation on a compatible smartphone, the mobile key has a validity of one 

year, and is tied to the end device.

3)  A separate We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG in order 

to use We Deliver. The availability of the service depends on the service offering from our 

partner companies. For information, please see: https://www.volkswagen-we.com/en/

Deliver.html#/SoFunktionierts/Hereshowitworks

The use of mobile online services from We Connect is made possible by an integrated internet 

connection. The data costs incurred in this context within Europe are borne by Volkswagen AG, 

with the exception of Streaming & Internet services. To use the Streaming & Internet  services and 

the Wi-Fi hotspot, data bundles can be bought via an external mobile communications partner, 

Cubic Telecom, and used within many European countries where network coverage exists. 

 Information on prices and supported countries is available at https://vw.cubictelecom.com. 

Alternatively, it is possible to use internet radio, hybrid radio, and media streaming via a 

 mobile end device (for example a smartphone) that is enabled to function as a mobile Wi-Fi 

hotspot. In this case, the corresponding services are available only in conjunction with an 

 existing or separately concluded mobile contract between you and your mobile provider, 

and only where coverage by the corresponding mobile network is available. Depending on your 

mobile phone tariff, receiving data from the internet may incur additional charges, particu-

larly if you are using the phone abroad (e.g. roaming charges). To be able to use the free We 

Connect app, you will require a smartphone with an appropriate iOS or Android operating 

system and a SIM card with data in conjunction with an existing mobile phone contract or with 

a separate contract concluded between you and your mobile provider. The availability of the 

individual We Connect and We Connect Plus services described in the packages may vary 

from country to country. The services are available during the agreed contractual period and 

may be subject to amendments or ceased throughout the duration of the contract. For more 

information, visit www.volkswagen.com/weconnect or contact your Volkswagen Dealer. 

For information regarding your mobile phone tariff, please contact your network provider. 

The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with optional extras at additional cost. 

All of the information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the characteristics 

of the German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at the time of printing. 

Your Volkswagen Dealer will be happy to provide you with details on the products available 

in your country. Subject to change, errors excepted. DSG® and TSI® are registered trademarks 

of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in Germany and in other 

countries. The fact that a mark is not shown with an ® sign in this document cannot be inter-

preted to mean that this mark is not a registered mark and/or that this mark can be used 

without prior approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen provides for the return 

and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. All Volkswagen vehicles can, therefore, be recycled and, 

subject to fulfilment of legal prerequisites, can be returned free of charge. Further information 

is available from your Volkswagen dealership, on the Internet at www.volkswagen.com or 

in the Federal Republic of Germany via the free-call phone number 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN 

(0800 – 86 55 79 24 36). 


